
Louisiana Applicant Processing System (LAPS) Fingerprint Quality Rejections 

 

The Louisiana State Police (LSP) Bureau of Identification and Information (Bureau) strives to ensure that the results of non-

criminal background checks are as accurate as possible. A key component of that process is to ensure the fingerprints that 

are accepted and stored are as high quality as possible. In the LAPS system, there is a process for LSP to reject bad 

fingerprints and to prompt applicants to reschedule a fingerprint appointment. The details of the rejection process are 

below. 

1. Fingerprints of questionable quality are queued up for review by personnel in the Bureau. They will make a 

determination and if necessary will reject the prints for quality reasons. When that occurs an email will be sent to 

the applicant and the agency notifying them of the rejection. 

Agency Email 

 

Applicant Email 

 



2. It is imperative that applicants use the link provided in the email to schedule their reprint in order to avoid being 

charged. If they lose/delete the email, the following web address can be used to find the reprint and schedule an 

appointment. https://uenroll.identogo.com/manage-appointment 

 

3. If the Bureau gets a second set of prints on an individual that are still of low quality, they may intervene with the 

agency and the applicant to try to get better prints. Our protocol for that intervention will be to contact both the 

applicant and the agency and have the applicant schedule a reprint at a designated location so we can work with 

the print site to try to get the best prints possible. The designated sites for reprint intervention are: 

Louisiana State Police HQ – 7919 Independence Blvd. Baton Rouge, LA 70806 

Lafayette Parish Sheriff’s Office – 303 West Vermillion St. Lafayette, LA 70501 

Rapides Parish Sheriff’s Office – 2005 Vandevelde Ave Alexandria, LA 71303 

Caddo Parish Sheriff’s Office – 501 Texas St. Shreveport, LA 71101 

Ouachita Parish Sheriff’s Office – 400 St. John St. Monroe, LA 71201 

Lafourche Parish Sheriff’s Office – 200 Canal Blvd. Thibodaux, LA 70301 

4. Once the Bureau receives prints that are accepted, the prints are then forwarded to the FBI (for applicants that 

require federal checks only). The FBI also has a quality control process and may reject the prints. The applicant 

and the agency will receive the same type of emails notifying of the rejection. They will only be required to reprint 

one time for the FBI and if the prints are rejected again the Bureau will work with the FBI to do a name based 

check if necessary.  

5. The worst case scenario for an applicant is four reprints. This is a very rare scenario and the Bureau will work to 

ensure that the majority of applicants do not have this experience.  

https://uenroll.identogo.com/manage-appointment

